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This story I am sharing encompass the
experiences of a variety of people I have
interacted or heard the stories of with in these
roles over the years, but is told from my white
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Risk Education Needs Related to the
Emerging Chemical Enterprise
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Market disruptions: today’s example PFOAs
Social responsibility: marketing challenges has led to an
interest in Greener Chemistry with a clear definition
Lab-based research is being outsourced and computer
models replacing lab data: How is risk information collected
in this process?
Open science: how can we share risk data in a useful way?
Strained chemists pipeline: risks neglected by a monocultural population (e.g. the pregnancy in the lab question)
Continued globalization: technology transfer overlooks risk
technology transfer

The Chemistry Pipeline DEIR Challenge
From Integrating Social Justice into the Chemistry
Curriculum: Setting the Ethical Foundation for
Future Scientists
For many years, the STEM community has
bemoaned the “leaky pipeline problem,” in which
underrepresented groups leave the disciplines at
high rates.
And yet at the same time, inadequate attention
has been paid to “how these individuals
experience our institutions in the classroom, the
research laboratory, and the scientific culture.” It is
the unfortunate truth that science has a long
history of being “weaponized” against
marginalized populations.
One way in which this inadequate attention has
been expressed in risk assessment education in the
chemistry education.
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A Case Study in My Ethical Education and
Managing Power Differentials
•

•

•

In 1985, I was hired by UVM to develop a
hazard communication program for the campus
as a whole. I had an engineering B.S. and 5
years experience as a lab tech.
The first step was to collect Material Safety
Data Sheets for the campus chemical
inventory; I was given budgetary authority to
hire a temporary employee for 30 hours/week
to collect chemical inventory data in UVM’s
labs.
We thought that a logical place to start was the
Chemistry Department stockroom; the chair of
the department said there was no inventory of
the stockroom and he didn't have any
resources to help with this project.

The Stockroom Adventure
We bought a portable computer, a lab coat and
some gloves and sent our guy into the chemistry
stockroom to do a bottle by bottle inventory,
recording chemical names, quantities and CAS
numbers in the computer.
• At the end of the first day (6 hours in the
stockroom), his clothes and hair stunk and he
had a headache.
• At the end of the second day, he wasn’t feeling
well and his hair was brittle.
• During the third day, he dropped a bottle and
created a mess.
On the morning of Day 4 we had to make a
decision: what next?
Our guy was willing to "give it another try".
•

Let me know in the chat:
1. Would you go ahead with the inventory on day 4?
2. Where in your education were you equipped to
address that question?
• The chair of the chemistry
department, who had a full time
staff member working in the
anteroom of the stockroom, didn’t
see what the problem was – after
all, the inventory taker felt ok the
next morning.
• My boss, who was the insurance
manager, said “of course not”

Competing “Guiding Principles” for
Professional Risk Decision Making
•

•
•

•

•

Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you
Professional Ethics: First, Do No Harm
Precautionary Principle: Do not proceed until
all risks are well understood
Leadership Ethic: Don’t ask someone to do
something you wouldn’t do yourself
Safety Ethic: Don’t ask someone to assume
an unmanaged risk

Social Aspects of the Stockroom
Decision
Moral Aspects
Pro: The
work
would
benefit lab
workers at
UVM
Con: We
were
working
with
chemicals
with
unknown
hazards

Individual
ethics
Pro: The
employee
was willing
to try
again
Con: I
didn’t want
to be
responsibl
e for
impacting
his health

Legal aspects
Pro:
VOSHA re
quired a
chemical
inventory
Con: UVM
had a
“general
duty” to
protect our
employee’
s health

Professional
ethics
Pro: We
couldn’t
collect a
complete
set of
MSDS’s
without an
inventory
Con: I
wasn’t
qualified to
assess the
safety of
what I was
asking my
employee
to do

Managerial
ethics
Pro: I
didn’t have
a Plan B
for
collecting
the data
Con: I
didn’t have
clear
priorities
for the
project, so
we were
able to
change
plans as
we liked

The Outcome and Technical Postscript
•

•

•

The inventory taker and I decided to skip the
Chemistry stockroom and work on labs in the
medical school, which had smaller chemical
collections and better ventilation.
5 years later, we came up with a system for
estimating inventories based on general
chemical classifications. This approach
satisfied the Fire Department and survived 3
VOSHA inspections.
About 10 years later, I had the opportunity to do
air sampling in the stockroom and there were
many peaks in the spectrum, but no single
chemical was clearly causing the odor.
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Thought Question: Why were the Wetterhahn
and UCLA situations different from my
experience at UVM?
• What were the technical similarities
and differences between the UVM
situation and those situation?
• What were the cultural similarities
and differences in those situations?
• How do we manage competing
social priorities in a research setting?
• Was the difference the hazard level
of the situation?
• More ethical decision-making?
• Luck?
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The Impact of Power Differentials
on Lab Safety Culture

The article argues that issues of culture and power are so
intertwined that safety culture research should incorporate
perspectives of power and conflict. This is necessary in order to be
able to give a realistic account of the dynamics of organizational
life. Introducing a more power-oriented view on safety culture can
also serve as the basis for important ethical considerations
regarding the improvement of safety culture.

Exclusionary Risk Assessment Habits

Jargon

Inside lingo can
hide intragroup
confusion (e.g.
RCRA waste
codes)

Jargon does not
translate well to
external groups
(HF vs. HCl)

Limiting the
scope of the
assessment
and detail
discussed

Using Risk
Math

Outsourcing
regulatory risks
to EHS

Risks are seldom
evenly
distributed
among
stakeholders,
particularly in
small groups

Assigning
physical and
health risks to
students and
staff

Risk calculations
hide the variation
of risk between
stakeholders;
both in terms of
likelihood or
consequence

Excluding
specific
populations
from risk
considerations
Woman

Contact lens
wearers

Pregnant people

Blind people

Improving Risk Assessment Practices:
Safety Culture and Inclusive Risk
Assessment
• People not involved in your risk
assessment are not part of your safety
culture.
• A safety culture is fostered by a risk
assessment process that includes all
relevant stakeholders
• The RAMP process is a structure to
bring a variety of stakeholders together
to develop a risk assessment.

Improving Risk Assessment Practices:
Diversify the Team
A broader team helps:
• Identify unrecognized hazards
• Reprioritize risks by better
understanding their potential
impacts
• Recognize management resource
gaps
• Supporting teamwork during an
emergency

Homework
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